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About This Content

Wanted - Dead or Alive!

The weapons that tamed the west. The Western Weapon Pack is our 21st DLC for PAYDAY 2. Stare down the law with these
older than old school weapons that still pack a punch. Automatic fire is for people who can't aim anyway, right?

Make your bullets count with the Peacemaker .45 Revolver where six bullets is enough to see six helmets fly. For those who
need a few bullets more there is the Repeater 1874 Sniper Rifle. The Plainsrider Bow if you need no bullets at all. An arrow
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kills and doesn't make a sound. Unless you attach a pack of dynamite to it, which you can. The dynamite also comes as a
throwable so you don't need to go through the potential hassle of having a bow. Ride off into the sunset with four new masks,

patterns and achievements. Giddy up!

Key Features

•Plainsrider Bow – Iron firearms may have ultimately won the West, but the Osage flatbow was dominant for over a thousand
years. A tool for hunters and warriors, the flatbow was the true weapon of the West. Its powerful arrows come in two varieties,

classic stone-tipped and a new iteration of explosive tips with sticks of dynamite!

•Repeater 1874 – Need to shoot the head off a dirty ol' rattlesnake at 100 yards? Then you, good sir, need a Repeater 1874.
This lever-actioned rifle became an icon of the Old West, due to its accuracy and reliability. Even though it's old it can still pick

off any swarm of lawenforces fairly quick, and look good doing it. Nothing is as satisfying as level-action.

•Peacemaker .45 – The Pistol That Won The Old West. Cheap as a sack of corn, with ammunition available at any trading post,
the Peacemaker .45 was the outlaws' weapon. Being the gun that killed Harlan "Big H" Leinard helped its notoriety. Make your

bullets count and be rewarded accordingly.
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•Dynamite! – Swedish engineer, Alfred Nobel, discovered dynamite and its effectiveness in blasting rock. But it was drunk
prospector, Ol'Kenneth, who discovered its effectiveness in blasting people. Poor Ol'Kenneth never did live to see a day where
he struck gold, but his discovery that is now passed on to you. Ruin and madness is what you will bring. Ol'Kenneth will turn in

his grave from the blast.

•Four new melee weapons – There is a reason why some called it "The Wild West" and without certain protection from the
law, whatever is in your hand will be your protection in the moment. Any tool will do when threatened, so here is four to choose

from!

•Four new masks – Four new masks for you and your band of outlaws to ride into town with. Fight off the law with Desert
Skull, Apache Mystic, Lone Heister and Wild West Classic.
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•Four new materials – Nobody remembers the ones who blend in. To scare the law one must stand out! It might draw a few
more bullets but the effect is worth it. Four new Materials with a Western theme, decide on which one you want to use and rob a

bank like the bandits of old!

•Four new patterns – Four new patterns to take you through that dusty trail. As it is your ritual already, paint your face for
battle with these patterns of the West.

•Four new achievements to unlock – Four new achievments for you to try out your new weapons with. "The Nobel Prize",
"Recycling", "Fastest Gun In The West" and "Pincushion" should be in any gunslinger's accomplishments. Make sure they will

be in yours, softpaw.
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Title: PAYDAY 2: The Butcher's Western Pack
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
OVERKILL - a Starbreeze Studio.
Release Date: 30 Apr, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP3

Processor:2 GHz Intel Dual Core Processor

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 8800/ATI Radeon HD 2600 (256MB minimum)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:13 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian
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super ledgehop double laser is quite a game. I played it in japanese subtitles and it softlocked on me I would play this game
again if I could. But it's easy just don't die idiot. One day it will be patched but that day will never come. but otherwise it pretty
sicc. got a baller soundtrack.. Pros:

 Good atmosphere

 Excellent soundtrack

 Decent voice acting

Cons:

 Open but empty world

 Meh storyline/ending

 Tedious collectibles

 Forced weapon loss

Closing thoughts:

I really wanted to like this game but it just wasn't there for me. I totally respect that it's a one man production and I would check
out any future offerings to see how they improve. But skip this one unless it's on a deep sale.. Trimmer tycoon is an awesome
tycoon game. I loved how you got relaxed, inmersed, and addicted to it. 10/10. Really fun game. It is possible to do all 6 levels 3
stars as 2 players Coop. It's difficult but completely possible :D
Not as long as Overcooked but definitely worth it . Worthy of it's genre.

I hope more of this type of game come out in different flavors.. This... is a TREE!

10/10 Exile 3 humor <3. No, Claire dosn't take her shirt off when she usually loses her jacket.. Liked this game.
Very good job.. Fun little puzzle game in the same vein as Hexcells, minimalist and completely logic-based. Each level allows
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three mistakes before forcing you to start over, which can make it too easy since the puzzles tend to be fairly small. This means
you can kinda brute-force your way through if you don't have the patience to figure out the logic behind the level. My biggest
complaint is that I wish it had built to something more grand/difficult at the end, the final puzzle was really anti-climatic.. I
wasn't able to play for longer than 5 minutes. Hard crash every time on a Smokin Fast system. Forza wide open. No way to
invert axis for backwards pedals. Hope it gets better upon full release.
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A real gem in the rough, it just needs some polishing. The simple fact is that all the aspects of the game such as building,
crafting, questing and exploration are already fleshed out, at the price it's a no-brainer.

Recommended!!

8.5\/10. Domino Sandbox, every level can be beat in an infinite number of ways.
Fun while it lasted, replayability is included.. Time manipulation is the point of this game. I play action/FPS games a lot and this
one reminds me of 2 games, one is more popular names Dishonored, the other is less known but well-made names Time Shift.

You can travel between time, carry or mind-move things to solve puzzle in different time, slow time down or jump between
times to defeat enermies... You can't reverse time though, otherwise more puzzles could be added.

Nice game, walkthrough is not long around 3 hours. But i had great time playing it, hope there will be sequel.. Heh... I kinda
liked the first game, but this one... Nope, sorry.
I just couldn't enjoy this one.

It adds a new gimmick in each world, making it feel less simplistic than the first.

I got tired of it near the middle of the game, the whole water physic was getting on my nerves, and every levels felt almost the
same.

Also, I really dislike how it takes 3 seconds to respawn, and there's actually a second in it where you can move; you technically
have 11 seconds for every levels.

Also, the water physics is really bad.. the weapons in this pack are really great!
the seeker six is fun as hell to use
the zed gun mk2 is a great improvement from its last varient with it being faster and cheaper and stronger
the harpoon gun (or the squeal) is powerful but its pretty dang hard to use....i recommend it BUT i also don't recommend it at
the same time (but hey it depends on how ya use this thing tbh)
the bile thrower is pretty much a flamethrower for the medic and its quite powerful! (and you can also make those bloats know
how it feels to be puked on)

so i do recommend this weapon pack.....even if the squeal is a little odd to use since its (kinda?) like a explosive sniper rifle and
it may not fit ya style when it comes to being a demo. Great WW2 flight simulator, plays more smoothly than IL2 Sturmovik
and has a wide array of flyable aircraft. Play it on simulator mode for a real challenge!. Looks and sounds give a nice fibe.
Controls are good and missions are fun and diverse.. Just marathoned this game over the weekend and it’s already my favorite
adventure game experience of the past few years. Fantastic story, compelling characters, great voice acting, beautiful art, a
charming Bernard Herrmann-inspired score, and a truly innovative approach to detective work. When it comes to solving cases,
the game places a great deal of responsibility on your instincts as a player and doesn’t hold your hand to keep you from making
mistakes. Careless choices or shoddy interrogation methods will lead you to burn witnesses, giving the player no choice but to
close cases prematurely. I’m certain I ended up convicting the wrong suspect at least once, but at no point did the game scold me
or alert me to my failure. Like an actual detective, I was left with the more powerful gnawing feeling that I could have done
more with the information I was given — a feeling that is sure to inspire many future playthroughs.. Unique search and find, but
be warned lots of tile sliding puzzles.. Have been looking forward to this game for a long while now, and its finally here! :) So
far its amazing, the details of this game is incredible, you can pick up and interact with everything in this game. So far im a bit
slow cause of this, picking up too much stuff to inspect it and playing around with microwaves etc hehe.
Anyways Graphics are great, it controls very well, havent progressed the story much yet, but theres something going on.

Check it out here:
https://youtu.be/CMf5l7GBx1c
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